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Edgar,Ellen and Emily are trapped in Stephanie´s house...in a stupid way
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1 - Trapped!

"And we were there....At the Knightleighs mansion...we were going to make a prank to those snobs...We
were thinking about replacing all their food with rotten food and curry..very spicy curry...Yeah I know it´s
a waste of curry but this will be awesome...actually it was....

Suddenly the lights were gone and me, Ellen and Emily were in the middle of nowhere. Our first reaction
was scream (we were scared and surprised, duh...) and Stephanie and Miles ran out when we were.
Stephanie´s first reaction was shout at us and punching Ellen....actually everything was so dark that she
was punching the lamp....

-Let´s look in your satchel! - said Emily

-Okay....hey wait....its not here...Where is my satchel??!!! It´s lost!!!!!!- I screamed in agony. Without my
sisters or my satchel I just feel like...

-Let´s find a flaslight-said Ellen

-And how are we gonna find the flashlights?! First of all we need flashlights to find the flashlights!!!- I
said

-Uh...let´s find some candles!-said Stephanie

-But how are we gonna find the candles?! First of all we need the flashlights!!!!-Yeah...I was
desesperated....

It was 8:00 pm at the Knightleighs house, The Mayor and her wife gone dinner outside, Our prank was
ruined, we were trapped in the hall with Stephanie and Miles...and the light was gone!!!!

-Hey wait...I think I have some matches here....-gasped Emily

-YAY!!! Thanks, sister, we´re saved!!!!!-cried Ellen

-By the way, why were you carrying matches?-I asked

-Um.....

-But we´re not gonna burn a match here-cried Stephanie-It´s my house and you can´t burn anything!!

-So what?...Fine by me-said Ellen

-You´re inside the house you freak!-cried Stephanie-And gave me that matches, Emily!!-Stephanie went
to the place where Emily was...but she coudn´t see...



-You are not gong to burn my house!!!!

-Hey princess...-I said to her-.....You´re talking with a couch.....

-It´s dark! I can´t see what´s what!!!!

-I really need my satchel!! Where is it??!! Got it! Here it is!

-Hey!

-Oops, sorry. It was Stephanie´s skirt....Got it!

-Brother!

-Uh...It was Emily´s pigtail...Ha! Now I got it!

-Ouch!!!!-something or somebody fell to the floor

-Sorry!....It was Ellen´s leg

-RIIING!!!!-It was the Kinghtleighs´s phone

-So....who answers?-asked Miles

-YOU!!!!!!-said everybody at the same time

-Why me?

-´Cause this is your house!!!!!!!!!!

-Okay...Okay....-Miles aswered but suddenly he screamed and he dropped the phone

-What´s up?-asked Stephanie

-Stephie....I aswered but it wasn´t the phone, it was the iron...

Me and my sisters couldn´t help laughing at this.

-OMG, Miles you big.....-said Ellen and Stephanie at the same time

-It´s dark here and I don´t know what´s around!!!!-cried Miles

When Miles answered the phone (this was the real phone) no one was in the other line and....."

---THE END---
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